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No binding. Book Condition: New. The study of Sanskrit grammar is widely recognized as one of
India?s great intellectual traditions. The most famous school of grammar was the one based on P??
ini?s A???dhy?y?, a work dating from perhaps the fifth or fourth century BC and consisting of
approximately four thousand short rules arranged in eight books. Over two millennia scholars
produced a huge literature of commentaries to explain how these rules work. Alternative schools
were also developed, either to provide easier access to the classical language or to create
authoritative texts for groups with distinct religious or social identities.A considerable amount of
scholarship was produced by the P??inian school between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries.
Two of the most famous scholars from this period were Bha??oji D?k?ita and N?ge?abha??a. The
former composed the hugely influential Siddh?ntakaumud?, a commentary on the A???dhy?y? in
which P??ini?s rules were radically reordered. Before composing this work, Bha??oji wrote the ?
abdakaustubha commentary on the unaltered text of the A???dhy?y? This was a massive work that
was perhaps never completed. In his other grammatical works Bha??oji refers readers to the ?
abdakaustubha for further details. N?ge?abha??a was a pupil of Bha??oji?s grandson and is often
regarded as...
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The publication is not difficult in go through better to comprehend. I could comprehended everything using this created e publication. Its been designed in
an exceptionally easy way in fact it is merely soon a er i finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, modify the way i really
believe.
-- Taylor Gleason-- Taylor Gleason

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading but very fun to learn. It really is writter in simple terms rather than di icult to
understand. Its been printed in an extremely simple way and it is merely right a er i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, alter
the way in my opinion.
-- Scotty Paucek-- Scotty Paucek
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